ABSTRACT Background: Few studies have investigated the long-term effect of overall nutritional recommendations on cognition. Objective: In a French cohort of middle-aged adults, we evaluated the association between the French National Nutrition and Health Program (Program National Nutrition Santé) Guideline Score (PNNS-GS) assessed at baseline and cognitive performance evaluated 13 y later. Design: The PNNS-GS was estimated at baseline (1994)(1995)(1996) (maximum score: 15 points) in 2135 subjects in the SU.VI.MAX (Supplementation with Antioxidant Vitamins and Minerals) study. We assessed cognitive performance of subjects in 2007-2009 via a battery of 4 neuropsychologic tests that included phonemic and semantic fluency, the RI-48 (rappel indicé-48 item) cued-recall test, the trail-making test, and forward and backward digit spans. A principal components analysis was performed to account for correlations in test scores. Multivariate linear regression models or analyses of covariance were also performed. Results: In a multivariate model, we observed a positive association between the PNNS-GS and the cued-recall test and semantic and phonemic fluency tasks, whereas no association was observed with digit spans. The principal components analysis revealed 2 factors interpreted as reflecting verbal memory and executive functioning. Better adherence to nutritional recommendations was significantly associated with the verbal memory factor (b = 0.41; 95% CI: 0.17, 0.64), whereas no association was shown with the executive functioning factor. Removing specific components from the PNNS-GS did not modify the findings. Conclusion: This study suggests that strong compliance with nutritional recommendations in midlife is associated in elderly individuals with better verbal memory, which is a cognitive domain that is particularly vulnerable to pathologic aging and Alzheimer disease. This trial was registered at clinicaltrials.gov as NCT00272428.
INTRODUCTION
Because the proportion of elderly persons is rapidly increasing worldwide, age-related cognitive decline and dementia are becoming a growing major public health concern. However, currently, therapeutic treatment of dementia has met with only limited success (1) . In this framework, prevention strategies via modifiable factors such as nutrition would appear to be essential for delaying the onset of cognitive impairment.
Observational studies have reported a favorable effect of dietary factors, including antioxidant nutrients, fish, omega-3 fatty acids and B vitamins, on cognitive decline and the development of Alzheimer disease. Yet, the findings remain inconsistent (2) (3) (4) (5) . Other lifestyle factors, including physical activity and social engagement, have been positively associated with cognitive preservation (4) .
Traditionally, effects of single nutrients or foods have been examined in relation to health status. Nevertheless, focusing on dietary patterns as a holistic approach may help to account for the complexity of the diet (6) , in particular when studying nutritional determinants of cognition (7) .
A paucity of studies exist that investigated the predictive value of the overall diet for cognitive outcome via dietary scores and the use of only 3 cohorts, and most of the studies focused on a Mediterranean diet (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . In addition, some authors recently reported an association between the number of midlife unhealthy behaviors, accounting for fruit and vegetable consumption, physical activity, smoking habits and alcohol consumption, and cognitive function at an older age (15) .
In France, the National Nutrition and Health Program [Program National Nutrition Santé (PNNS)] was implemented in 2001 to improve the global health status of the general population through nutritional prevention (16) . From a public health point of view, it is crucial to be able to estimate the effect of adherence to nutritional guidelines on cognitive aging. A favorable effect would provide further arguments for promoting guidelines to be widely disseminated in the population.
We previously developed and validated an a priori score [ie, the PNNS-Guidelines Score (PNNS-GS)] on the basis of adherence to the French nutritional recommendations accounting for diet and physical activity (17) .
In the current analysis, we aim to assess the long-term association between compliance with nutritional recommendations and cognitive functioning. For this purpose, we investigated the relation between the PNNS-GS estimated in French middle-aged adults at baseline and cognitive performance evaluated 13 y later through neuropsychologic tests.
SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Population and data collection
Study population
The Supplementation with Antioxidant Vitamins and Minerals (SU.VI.MAX) study (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) was initially designed as a randomized double-blind, placebo-controlled, primary prevention trial that included a total of 12741 individuals for a planned follow-up of 8 y to test the potential efficacy of daily supplementation with antioxidant vitamins and minerals at nutritional doses [ascorbic acid (120 mg), vitamin E (30 mg), b-carotene (6 mg), selenium (100 lg), and zinc (20 mg)] on the incidence of cancers, ischemic heart disease, and overall mortality (18, 19) .
Among the subjects, 6850 individuals were included in the SU.VI.MAX 2 study (2007) (2008) (2009) , which is an ongoing study aimed at investigating the effect of nutrition on the quality of aging. The SU.VI.MAX and SU.VI.MAX 2 studies were conducted according to the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by the Ethical Committee for Studies with Human Subjects of Paris-Cochin Hospital [Comités de consultation pour la protection des personnes se prêtant à la recherche biomédicale (CCPPRB) nos. 706 and 2364, respectively] and the Comité National Informatique et Liberté (nos. 334641 and 907094, respectively). Written informed consent to participate in the studies was obtained from all subjects.
Dietary data
During the SU.VIMAX study, subjects were invited to complete a 24-h record every 2 mo for a total of 6 records/y so that all days of the week and all seasons were covered to account for individual variability in intakes. Data were collected through computerized questionnaires by using the Minitel, which is a small terminal used in France as an adjunct to the telephone. Participants were assisted with the use of an instruction manual for coding food portions that included validated photographs of .250 foods represented in 3 different portion sizes. Subjects could also choose from 2 intermediate or 2 extreme portions for a total of 7 different possible portion sizes (20) . Alcohol intake was also estimated by using a short validated semiquantitative dietary questionnaire (21) ; specific information on weekly consumption of seafood was collected.
Physical activity
Physical activity was assessed in 1998 through a French validated self-administered version of the Modifiable Activity Questionnaire (MAQ) (22) . Type, frequency, and duration of activity performed 10 times for 10 min at each session during leisure time over the past 12 mo were collected. With the use of published compendiums (23, 24) , metabolic equivalent tasks (METs) were assigned to each leisure time activity reported, and summary scores were computed, including the average MET hours per week of physical activity. For subjects with missing data for the MAQ, we used data from other sources and imputation as previously reported (17) .
Cognitive assessment
In 2007-2009, all participants were invited to undergo a new checkup that included an overall clinical examination and a neuropsychologic evaluation carried out by trained neuropsychologists.
Lexical-semantic memory was assessed by verbal fluency tasks, including a semantic fluency task that consisted of naming as many animals as possible and a phonemic fluency task that consisted of citing words beginning with P. The score was the number of correct words produced during a 2-min period for each task (25) . Mental flexibility was assessed through the DelisKaplan trail-making test (TMT), which consisting of connecting numbers and letters alternating between the 2 series. The score considered was the time (in s) needed to complete the task (26) .
Working memory was assessed with forward and backward digit spans. Subjects were asked to repeat 2 sequences of digits, forward or backward. The number of digits increased by one until the participant consecutively failed 2 trials of the same digit span length. One point was scored for each correct sequence repeated, with a maximum score of 14 points for the digit span forward as well as backward (27) . Episodic memory was evaluated with the RI-48 test, which is a delayed cued recall test on the basis of a list of 48 words that belong to 12 different categories. This test was designed to limit ceiling effects encountered in some list-learning tests. The score is the number of words retrieved (maximum score of 48) (28) .
In addition, a self-administered questionnaire included the assessment of depressive symptoms by means of a French version of the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (29) .
Covariates
At baseline, information on sex, date of birth, smoking status, marital status, retirement status, education level and medication use was collected. Marital status and retirement status were updated at the cognitive evaluation. At the first (1995) (1996) clinical examination of the cohort follow-up, anthropometric measurements were assessed. Weight was measured with an electronic scale with subjects wearing indoor clothing and no shoes. Height was measured under the same conditions with a wall-mounted stadiometer. Blood pressure was measured by using a standardized procedure with a mercury sphygmomanometer. Blood pressure was taken once from each arm in subjects who had been lying down for 10 min. The mean of these 2 measurements was used for analyses. Blood samples were obtained after a 12-h fast, and all biochemical measurements were centralized. Fasting blood glucose concentrations were measured by using an enzymatic method (Advia 1650; Bayer Diagnostic, Puteaux, France).
During follow-up, in case of suspected cardiovascular disease, relevant medical data (clinical, biochemical, histologic, and radiologic reports) were requested from participants, physicians, and hospitals. All reported cardiovascular events were reviewed and validated by an independent expert committee.
Data computation and statistical analyses
PNNS-GS computation
The PNNS-GS computation, including food groupings, serving sizes, scoring, cutoffs, and penalties, was previously 1 EI, total energy intake without alcohol. 2 As a proportion of 24-h dietary records during which whole-grain consumption was reported.
3 Established according to the French Recommended Dietary Allowance. 4 Water included water, tea, coffee, herbal tea, milk, and diet beverages. 5 Pregnant women are advised to abstain from all alcohol consumption during the entire duration of pregnancy.
described in detail (17) . Briefly, the 15-point score was based on all French national guidelines and included 13 components. Eight components referred to food-serving recommendations, and 4 components referred to moderation in consumption. The final component focused on the adherence to physical activity recommendations, which are as important as dietary recommendations in French nutritional guidelines (16) . Scoring and cutoff values are presented in Table 1 .
A penalty for overconsumption was assigned to individuals with energy intakes higher than the estimated energy expenditure (17) . Age, weight and height at the first clinical exam were used to estimate Schofield's basal metabolic rate (30) . Energy expenditures were estimated by using the basal metabolic rate and physical activity level. In case of an energy intake .5% over the estimated energy expenditure, an identical part was subtracted from the score.
Compliance with physical activity recommendations was determined through the MAQ when available by considering that 30 min of moderate activity 5 d/wk was equivalent to 16.25 MET hours/wk. If the MAQ was missing, subjects who declared irregular physical activity in the self-administered questionnaire were classified as having,30 min equivalent walking/d. Those who declared .1 h physical activity/d were classified as having .1 h equivalent walking/d. For the other subjects, a regression imputation by using age and education was performed to classify subjects into ,30 min or between 30 and 60 min equivalent walking/d.
Statistical analyses
For the current analyses in subjects who underwent a cognitive evaluation, we selected subjects who were 45-60-y-old at baseline and who had complete data for the PNNS-GS computation. Subjects with a missing value for at least one covariate were excluded from the analyses.
In the 6850 subjects in the SU.VI.MAX 2 study, included subjects and subjects who were excluded for missing the neuropsychologic evaluation, the PNNS-GS or covariates were compared by using the chi-square test or Wilcoxon's rank test. Means of food and nutrient intakes were calculated from at least three 24-h dietary records during the first 2 y of follow-up. Body mass index (BMI; in kg/m 2 ) was calculated as the ratio of weight to squared height. Hypertension at baseline was defined as systolic blood pressure 140 mm Hg or diastolic blood pressure 90 mm Hg or a report of antihypertensive drug use. Diabetes at baseline was defined as glycemia 7 mmol/L or a report of oral hypoglycemic agent use. We used 2 variables as proxies for risk of isolation. First, time-dependent retirement status was computed as follows: retired at baseline, retired during follow-up, or not yet retired. Second, time-dependent cohabiting status during follow-up was determined as follows: never lived alone, never cohabiting, began cohabiting with someone during follow-up, or became alone during follow-up.
The TMT T score was log transformed to improve normality. Principal components analysis (PCA) was computed to yield summary scores that accounted for correlations among cognitive tests, thereby maximizing the explained variance. Factors were rotated through an orthogonal transformation. A Cattel's scree plot (ie, the plot of the total variance related to each pattern) was used to decide the number of patterns to retain. Cognitive outcomes were standardized into T scores (mean 6 SD: 50 6 10). Thus, a one-point difference in the test score corresponded to one-tenth of an SD difference.
Descriptive results are reported as means 6 SDs or percentages for baseline characteristics across PNNS-GS quartiles.
Reported P values referred to the Kruskal-Wallis test or trend chi-square test as appropriate.
In primary analyses, multivariate linear regression models and analysis of covariance were used to estimate the predictive value of the PNNS-GS (as a continuous variable or in quartiles) for specific cognitive functions and cognitive patterns extracted by using PCA. A linear contrast was estimated across quartiles. In the first model, analyses were adjusted for sex and age at the cognitive evaluation. In the multivariate model, the analyses were further adjusted for educational level, sex, energy intake, excluding alcohol, the number of 24-h records, intervention group (active compared with placebo interventions), BMI, tobacco status, retirement status over time, cohabiting status over time, depressive symptoms, and the following vascular parameters: baseline hypertension, baseline diabetes, and cardiovascular disease history during follow-up.
In secondary analyses, the robustness of findings regarding cognitive scores extracted from the PCA was tested by using the modified PNNS-GS by removing physical activity, fruit and vegetables, seafood, or alcohol components from the primary PNNS-GS and with further adjustment for the removed component. Associations between each recommendation and cognitive scores were also estimated through analysis of covariance with further adjustment for the global PNNS-GS. Multiple testing was accounted for.
Interactions between age, sex, or education and the PNNS-GS on cognitive performances were tested. All tests of significance were 2-sided, and the type I error was set at 5%. Statistical analyses were performed with SAS software (version 9.1; SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC).
RESULTS
Subject characteristics
In the 6850 adults included in the SU.VI.MAX 2 study, 4527 subjects, aged 45-60 y at baseline, underwent cognitive evaluations ( Figure 1) . A total of 2154 subjects with available data for baseline PNNS-GS computation and covariates were selected. Subjects excluded for missing data for the neuropsychologic evaluation, PNNS-GS, or covariates were more often women, smokers, and less often obese, with fewer 24-h dietary records, than were included subjects ( Table 2) . Excluded subjects also showed lower cognitive scores for the forward digit span and worse scores on the Center for Epidemiologic Studies-Depression Scale. No differences in PNNS-GSs were observed.
At baseline, men and women were 52.6 6 4.6 and 51.6 6 4.5 y of age, respectively (P , 0.001). The mean PNNS-GS was 7.58 6 1.89 in men and 8.10 6 1.82 in women (P , 0.001).
Characteristics of the population across PNNS-GS quartiles are shown in Table 3 . Subjects were more often women, older, more highly educated, and nonsmokers across increasing PNNS-GS quartiles. In addition, subjects had lower energy intakes, higher energy from carbohydrates, and lower energy from lipids with increasing PNNS-GS quartiles overall. Intakes of n23 long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids and folates were also positively correlated with the PNNS-GS.
Cognitive factors
Two major cognitive patterns were extracted from the PCA, which accounted for 61% of the total initial variance of cognitive performance. The first factor accounted for 42% of variance. The test scores that had the highest loading for this factor were the semantic and phonemic fluency tests and the RI-48 (rappel indicé-48 item) cued-recall task. The second factor accounted for 19% of variance. The test scores that had the highest loading were the forward and backward digit-span tasks and the TMT.
Association between PNNS-GS and cognitive performances
The association between the PNNS-GS and cognitive performance is presented in Table 4 . In the multivariate model, an increase of one PNNS-GS unit was associated with higher episodic memory and phonemic and semantic verbal fluency. The adjusted mean of cognitive performances across quartiles of the PNNS-GS provided similar findings, except for episodic memory, which showed a borderline linear trend after multivariate adjustment. No significant association was detected in terms of working memory evaluated by forward and backward digit spans and mental flexibility.
Association between PNNS-GS and cognitive patterns
Considering PCA factors, the verbal memory score was significantly higher with an increasing PNNS-GS, whereas no association was detected for the executive functioning score, whatever the level of adjustment ( Table 5) . A difference of 1.62 in the adjusted mean of the verbal memory pattern was observed between the first and fourth quartile of the PNNS-GS.
When we considered the modified PNNS-GS by removing physical activity, fruit, and vegetables, seafood, or alcohol components, results were not extensively changed. In particular, the association between the verbal memory pattern and the PNNS-GS remained significant when the modified PNNS-GS was studies. We also assessed the association between each PNNS-GS component separately and cognitive patterns. After adjustment for the global PNNS-GS, subjects who obtained one point for the fruit and vegetable recommendations showed better verbal memory than those who attained zero points. Better verbal memory was observed in participants who were low consumers of meat, seafood, and eggs (.0 to 1 portion/d) and bread, cereals, potatoes, and legumes (.1 to 3 portions/d) than in participants who exceeded the recommendation. In contrast, verbal memory was lower in subjects with 1.5 points for physical activity than in those who attained one point. Means of executive function were higher in those who met the recommended intake for the ratio of vegetable oil to total added fats.
DISCUSSION
In this large prospective study, a long-term positive association was observed between adherence to nutritional recommendations in midlife and cognitive performance (in particular, for verbal memory performance) in young elderly. Indeed, the PCA generated 2 main factors that accounted for cognitive performance across the study sample. As seen from factor loadings of each test score, these factors reflected distinct cognitive domains as follows: 1) verbal memory abilities represented by tasks that involved episodic memory and lexicosemantic memory and 2) executive functioning represented by tests of working memory and mental flexibility. A better adherence to nutritional guidelines was associated with a higher score for the verbal memory factor, whereas there was no association with the executive functioning score. In particular, vascular parameters accounted for in the multivariate model did not modify the findings, which suggested that these covariables did not mediate the association. The clinical meaning of our estimations may be evaluated according to another risk factor for which an association with cognitive function has been widely proven (ie, educational level) (7). In our study, differences in means of verbal memory and executive function patterns were 7.1 and 6.2, respectively, between high and low levels of education and after full adjustment (data not shown). A difference of 1.62 in the verbal memory pattern between the first and fourth PNNS-GS quartiles may be considered relatively low at the individual level, but this difference was probably greater at the population level.
These findings are of particular interest because, to our knowledge, no previous literature focused on the predictive value of compliance with nutritional guidelines in terms of further cognitive functioning. Indeed, a comprehensive approach to diet 1 CES-D, Center for Epidemiologic Studies-Depression Scale; PNNS-GS, French National Nutrition and Health Program (Program National Nutrition Santé) Guideline Score; RI-48, rappel indicé-48 items. P values were based on Kruskal-Wallis or chi-square-trend tests.
2 Mean 6 SD (all such values). 3 Energy from alcohol was excluded. 4 The score was reported as the time taken to complete the task. A lower score was better. 5 The number of correct sequences was repeated until the participant consecutively failed 2 trials of the same digit-span length. 6 Ranged between 0 and 60. A lower score was better.
by means of global dietary indexes has been extensively used to predict cardiovascular diseases risk, cancer risk and mortality (31, 32) , but it has rarely examined cognitive outcome. In the American elderly, a lower cognitive decline over 11 y, as measured by a change in the Mini-Mental State Examination that assesses global cognitive deterioration, was observed in older subjects with a high recommended food score, which accounts for diet variety and quality (8) . Overall, these findings are in agreement with our findings despite the fact that the recommended food score did not assess compliance to nutritional recommendations per se. The holistic approach to diet is pivotal when the association is investigated between diet and cognitive aging to assess whether overall healthy dietary behaviors may help in cognitive-performance preservation during aging. Indeed, in our study, the associations were not driven by specific components because results remained significant even after removing some key components of the PNNS-GS (ie, physical activity, fruit and vegetable, and seafood and alcohol components, which were hypothesized as being determinants of cognitive preservation). It is pertinent to focus on particular cognitive functions instead of overall cognition if we consider that not all cognitive domains are equally affected during pathologic aging. Verbal episodic memory is consensually considered as the core feature of Alzheimer disease, whereas verbal fluency has been shown to be a particularly early marker of Alzheimer disease, with decline starting up to 12 y before dementia onset (33) . In our study, performances in episodic memory and verbal fluency were associated with an increasing compliance with nutritional recommendations.
Some inconsistencies regarding associations between cognition and nutritional factors may be partly explained by the focus on global cognition and, especially, on whether dietary factors differentially affect cognitive domains. However, some authors have focused on the potential beneficial effect of an adherence to a Mediterranean diet on the risk of Alzheimer disease, but a recent review showed limited and inconsistent findings (34) . The Mediterranean diet and French nutritional recommendations share some characteristics but differ in the definitions of certain components (eg, of meat and sweetened products) and scoring criteria. Nevertheless, in line with our findings, a strong adherence to a Mediterranean diet has been associated with a lower decline in episodic memory in French older subjects, whereas no association was observed with working memory (10) . In contrast, no significant association with verbal fluency was detected, which could appear inconsistent with our findings. Certain factors might explain these discrepancies, including the age of the population, follow-up duration, differences in neuropsychologic tests, and dietary exposure. However, further studies are needed because of scarcity of the literature did not enable firm conclusions to be drawn.
Recently, a high score concerning various types of unhealthy behaviors (ie, alcohol abstinence, low fruit and vegetable consumption, low physical activity, and smoking) was positively associated with a higher risk of poor executive function and memory when assessed 16 y later (15) . This finding, when added to ours, emphasizes the importance of exposure assessment during middle life when the focus is on age-related cognitive function.
Some limitations to our study should be pointed out. The main limitation was that a cognitive-evaluation assessment was not performed at baseline, and thus, we could not control for cognitive performances that might have differed according to the PNNS-GS level at baseline. However, it is unlikely that the quality of diet had already been modified by the cognitive 1 RI-48, rappel indicé-48 items. Model 1 was adjusted for age (y), sex, energy intake (kcal), and number of 24-h records. Model 2 = model 1 + education (primary, secondary, or high school), intervention group (active compared with placebo), BMI (in kg/m 2 ), tobacco status (former, never, or current), retired status (retired at baseline, retired during follow-up, or not yet retired), cohabiting status (never lived alone, never cohabiting, began cohabiting with someone during follow-up, or became alone during follow-up), baseline diabetes (yes or no), baseline hypertension (yes or no), cardiovascular disease history during follow-up (yes or no), and Center for Epidemiologic Studies-Depression Scale score. P values are for linear contrast across PNNS-GS quartiles.
2 For continuous PNNS-GSs (multivariate linear regression). 3 Adjusted mean 6 SEM across PNNS-GS quartiles by ANCOVA (all such values). 4 P , 0.05. 5 The score was reported as the time taken to complete the task. A lower score was better.
performance in participants who were mainly young and healthy at baseline. Moreover, self-reported memory difficulties and attention troubles at baseline did not differ according to quartiles of the PNNS-GS. Second, the generalization of our findings is subject to caution. Indeed, subjects were volunteers who initially participated in a long-term nutritional intervention survey. This may have led to homogeneity in dietary behaviors and cognitive profiles. However, in the SU.VI.MAX study, Estaquio et al (17) previously reported a wide diversity of dietary behaviors and substantial variability in the PNNS-GS. Furthermore, the analyzed sample was overselected because subjects who had available data for PNNS-GS computation and covariates may have been particularly compliant, as shown by the comparison between included and excluded subjects, or may have been more health conscious. Third, the use of a priori indexes presented some limitations that have already been extensively discussed (6, 31) . However, as shown by the literature, several of these indexes have been proven to be predictive of future disease and mortality, thus underlying the interest of nutritional recommendations currently disseminated in populations (31) . Finally, the observational design of our study, without the assessment of changes in diet over time or baseline cognitive performances, did not enable the establishment of any causal relations. Despite the use of wide-scale data that allowed for the adjustment for many confounders, we could not exclude other potential confounders that were missed or for changes in adherence to nutritional recommendations over time.
The strengths of the current study included its prospective design because diet was assessed 13 y before the assessment of cognitive functions, which reflected midlife exposure. Diet was assessed through repeated 24-h records that provided comprehensive and accurate dietary data. In addition, the PNNS-GS was previously validated (17) and showed predictive properties for obesity (35) . Cognitive functions were assessed in a relatively young population by using a neuropsychologic battery of sensitive tests to avoid ceiling and floor effects.
In conclusion, to our knowledge, this study is the first to show that a better adherence to nutritional guidelines is associated with better cognitive performance in young elderly persons, especially with verbal fluency and episodic memory performance. Our findings are in favor of a potential beneficial effect of midlife compliance with nutritional guidelines on verbal memory, which is a cognitive domain that is particularly vulnerable to dementia. This result suggests the importance of public health nutritional programs such as the PNNS to prevent age-related cognitive decline. Further research is needed to confirm these findings in other studies.
